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Article 1 
 
 

The one gadget you can’t live without in your kitchen: our survey 
results are in! 

 

Our survey of the KitchenWiz appliances you just can’t live without had an incredible 

response! Over 50,000 of you had your say. Here are YOUR top 5 KitchenWiz appliances: 

1. KitchenWiz Z2200 food processor. 

Our original bestseller, we’re proud to see this robust, compact workhorse top our survey. 

May from Southampton said: ‘I’ve had mine for over 20 years. Still going strong! I’ve just 

purchased one for my granddaughter’s wedding present. I hope she loves it as much as I do!’ 

2. KitchenWiz C350 microwave oven 

Hard-wearing, professional design, multiple cooking modes, this oven is a favourite in your 

kitchens. 

3. KitchenWiz EZE electric knife. 

With its built-in safety features and superb accuracy, this knife sits proudly in third place. 

Richard, Swindon: ‘I love carving roast joints with it. It’s so easy to use!’ 

4. KitchenWiz F50 coffee machine 

This beautifully simple-to-use machine has transformed your mornings. 

Chris, Leeds: ‘I can press one button and have coffee that tastes better than anything from a 

coffee shop.’ 
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5. KitchenWiz E10 juicer 

You love the ease with which this wonderful appliance juices fruit and vegetables. And 

KitchenWiz love helping you to live a healthy life! 

WIN! 

To celebrate the KitchenWiz Z2200 topping our poll, we have 5 to give away! 

CLICK HERE 
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Preview: KitchenWiz at the BBC Good Food Show. Find out about 

the innovative new appliances we’ll unveil at this year’s exhibition. 

 

Here at KitchenWiz we don’t stand still for long. And where better to showcase our exciting 

range of new appliances than at Britain’s most iconic food show?  

At the BBC Good Food Show in Birmingham (25-28 November 2021) we’ll have an 

exhibition stand crammed full of innovative NEW products to share with you. 

Here’s a little preview of what to expect! 

Following the award-winning KitchenWiz Z2200 topping our survey of most-loved kitchen 

appliances, we’ve found a way to improve it. Meet the NEW KitchenWiz Z4400, the most 

environmentally-conscious food processor ever made! With its multiple functions and 

innovations, operate it with the new KitchenWiz app for effortless food preparation. 

 

You’ll also be able to sample food from our NEW Z600 All-in-one combi cooker and air-

fryer. Featuring our most advanced technology, it combines beautiful design with the fastest 

cooking times possible. Find out how to roast a chicken in just 45 minutes! 
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We’ll have our all-new stand mixers, our latest coffee machines and all the KitchenWiz 

appliances you know and love. Plus a full range of accessories. 

Come and visit us for special offers and demonstrations. 

Book tickets HERE and use code KITCHENWIZ25 for 25% off admission. 
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First look: The brand new KitchenWiz Z4400 food processor: what 
can you expect from our innovative new appliance? 

 

The NEW KitchenWiz Z4400 is the most advanced and environmentally-friendly food 

processor we’ve ever made and we can’t wait to share it with you! 

Available from November, this wonderful kitchen companion takes everything you loved 

about the Z2200 and adds multiple new innovations for the most versatile food preparation 

unit ever made. 

You can chop, beat, pulse, knead, grind, blend and more. Unrivalled power makes every task 

quick and simple. An integrated scale makes weighing ingredients easy. And an inbuilt 

heating element enables you to heat, cook and prepare your dishes to perfection. 

Connect the Z4400 to Wi-Fi and use our all-new KitchenWiz app, pre-programmed with all 

the custom functions you’ll ever need PLUS KitchenWizChef, an online recipe guide for 

culinary inspiration. 

All this within a beautifully compact, sleek unit, constructed entirely from recycled materials, 

which takes up less space on your work surface than your kettle. 

Choose from a range of colours and finishes for the perfect addition to your kitchen. 

You’ll spend less time preparing food and more time enjoying it! 

If you would like to be among the first to experience the KitchenWiz Z4400, we 

have a gloss silver model (RRP £399) to give away. CLICK HERE! 
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